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Z-Finder Pro
The Z-finder Pro is an 
absolute necessity for in 
shooting video with 
your DSLR. With its 
large comfortable eye 
cup and magnification 
of the LCD screen it 
keeps out glaring light 
and magnifies the screen 
allowing you to focus 
while recording and 
reviewing 
your shots. 

It also provides another 
point of contact to better 
stabilize the camera. 
The Z-Finder Pro has 
a built in adjustable 
diopter but also comes 
with additional Zacuto 
anti-fog coated drop in 
diopters and extender 
frames for eyes that 
need the extra range. 
A zero anti-fog screen 
comes installed.
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 Loosen

Tig hten

 Loosen

Tig hten

Rotate eyecup for desired position
and attach Z-Finder to frame
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Left Eye Right Eye

Included Parts and Features

Z-Finder Pro x1

Gorilla Plate V2x1

Mounting Frame Extender Framesx1 5/32” Allenx10,+1,+2,+3 Anti-Fog Dioptersx1 Lanyardx1x2

Stackable Extender
Frames

Focus Ring

Orientable
Eyecup

Lanyard Loop

1/4”-20 Screw

Lens Cap
Z-Bands
(Optional)

Battery

Optional

Grip
Tall

Body

Center frame on camera LCD

 Nearsighted

Farsig hted

Attach frame to Gorilla Plate Press and hold frame against LCD and 
attach to camera with 1/4”-20 screw

If focus is not acquired through Z-Finder with 
only the focus ring, then use provided diopters 
or extender frames. See back for details.
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Mounting Z-Finder to Gorilla Plate V2

Focusing Your Z-Finder 
Use letters in menu screens to focus in on. 



Tighten

Loosen

a. b.

c.

Snap on Extender Frame to 
Z-Finder Pro.
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For the 3” frame grab 
the top and bottom of 
the Z Finder Pro and 
pull up and away.
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Attach Z-Finder Pro with extender 
frames to mounting frame. Attach more 
extender frames until focus is attained.
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Loosen screws and rotate 
sun mask until all three 
notches align with screws.

Remove sun mask by lifting 
up and insert your desired 
diopter, convex side down.

Place sun mask back on 
top of diopter. Rotate sun 
mask to original position 
and tighten screws.

Inserting Diopters

Attaching Extender Frames for Additional Diopter Range

Install Lanyard 
for Protection

Removing from Metal Mounting Frames

If your LCD is not in focus, after fully extending with focus ring, you will need to add a diopter. 
Take out the already inserted 0 Anti-Fog screen, which is already in for protection. We recommend 
starting with the +1, if the LCD is still not in focus then swap out the +1 for a +2 or +3 
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To remove extender
frames, press down in 
middle and pull away

Diopter

Concave

Convex

Sun Mask

For the 3.2” frame squeeze in 
on either side of the Z Finder 
Pro (by the Zactuo labels) 
and pull up and away from 
the camera. 


